A long-awaited-for publication, this manual is printed and ready to ship! It introduces contractors and builders to the concept and methods of building with Removable Concrete Forms (RCFs) and helps existing concrete foundation contractors transition into above-grade construction. The manual will help you to realize the benefits of removable concrete forms construction. It will also help you communicate and market the benefits of this building system to homeowners and buyers. Solid information that focuses on:

- the benefits of RCF building to the home owner, contractor, and builder
- an introduction to details of the RCF building systems
- and the nuts and bolts of the profitability of using RCFs for above grade home construction, including information on codes, cost benefits, environmental policies, and tax benefits
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Announcing a new, first edition publication, to introduce contractors and builders to the concept and methods of building with Removable Concrete Forms (RCFs) and help existing concrete foundation contractors transition into above-grade construction. The manual will help you to realize the benefits of removable concrete forms construction. It will also help you communicate and market the benefits of this building system to homeowners and buyers. Includes...

- installation tips on the differences between below- and above-grade concrete forming
- benefits of RCF building to the home owner, contractor, and builder.
- introduction to details of the RCF building systems.
- nuts and bolts of the profitability of using RCFs for above grade home construction– includes information about codes, cost benefits, environmental policies, and tax benefits
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